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The ‘Harmonization’ of Islam with the Neoliberal

Transformation: The Case of Turkey

NIKOS MOUDOUROS

University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus

ABSTRACT The end of the Cold War brought about a great uncertainty in relation to the

geopolitical order. The prevalence of this neoliberal model of development had as a

prerequisite the integration of countries other than the traditionally developed and powerful

nations of the West. As a consequence, the developing or the less economically developed

economies were the ones appearing to acquire ‘renewed’ importance. A fundamental aspect of

these repercussions was the triggering of ideological debates over the compatibility of Islam

with this stage of capitalist development. One major axon of these debates was the

‘desecularization’ of capitalist modernization and the integration of Islam in the new global

order. This article examines the case of Turkey in this framework. It analyses how the

‘Conservative Democracy’ programme of the Justice and Development Party is ‘harmonizing’

Islam with the transformation of the country and how this transformation is presented with

‘local colours’, being more acceptable and creating the new hegemony in Turkey.

Keywords: Turkey, Islam, neoliberalism, Conservative Democracy, MÜSİAD

Introduction

The end of the Cold War and the global predominance of neoliberalism have decisively influ-

enced the wider geographical area of the Islamic world. A basic aspect of these changes was

the triggering of renewed theoretical quests concerning the compatibility of Islam and the neo-

liberal model of capitalist development. The main target was the ‘smooth’ adaptation of Muslim

societies to neoliberalism. At this point, Turkey gains strategic importance. It gradually emerges

as a space that can cause a ‘rift’ in the dominant view, which sees modernization as identical to

the West.
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This article argues that Turkey, and particularly the experience of the Justice and Develop-

ment Party (AKP) government, can question the theoretical scheme which raised the Euro-

pean-West experience of capitalistic modernization to an ‘ecumenical patent’. Consequently,

the article analyses thoroughly how the current Turkish political and economic elite seeks to

overturn the assertion that, due to its nature, Islam cannot be compatible with issues like the

Western-type bourgeois democracy and the free market.

To begin with, this study discusses the theoretical and ideological obstacles initially encoun-

tered in the effort to integrate Muslim societies to neoliberalism. It presents the basic elements

identifying modernization with the West, which can be expressed through the stereotyped phrase

‘all roads lead to Rome’. In the same context, the article de-codifies the basic elements challen-

ging the abovementioned view, which were expressed through the quest for an ‘alternative mod-

ernization’. In this regard, the article argues that the West has ceased to be considered an

ecumenical model of capitalistic modernization. This development has gradually led to the ideo-

logical legitimization of the expansion of neoliberalism. Consequently, the strategic role of

Islam is traced in the dialectic relation developing between the de-secularization of capitalism

and its legitimization within the wider masses.

Subsequently, the article deals with the Turkish paradigm and particularly with the AKP

experience. It argues that the process of aligning Islam to the neoliberal transformation of

Turkey attracts particular interest since it is finally transformed into a basic keystone in the con-

solidation of the power of political Islam. More specifically, it analyses ‘Conservative Democ-

racy’, the AKP ideological manifesto, as a comprehensive expression of the aforementioned

process. As noted in this study, ‘Conservative Democracy’ has brought to the forefront local,

traditional values, including Islam, and adapts them to the neoliberal programme. At the same

time, however, it has used these values as a tool, in order to achieve to a great extent the stabil-

ization of the values of globalization as we know it today.

Finally, this article examines how neoliberalism has been legitimized in practice through

Islam, using the influence of the Islamic elite, both in the theoretical and in the economic

fields. MÜSİAD and the small and medium size capital are at the centre of this effort. Nonethe-

less, the question remains regarding the commitment of the AKP administration to the pluralis-

tic, democratic policy. It seems that the new hegemony in Turkey reverses the ‘archaic’ political

balances, but it does not decisively enlarge the democratic scope.

All Roads Lead to Rome . . .

The end of the Cold War brought about great uncertainty in relation to the geopolitical order of

the world economy. The advent into the world of the ‘sole protagonist’ has left salient imprints in

almost all corners of the planet. According to Eric Hobsbawm, this period witnessed the diffu-

sion of economic liberalism coupled with the all-pervasive trend of marketing, which had

reached the peak of its ideological arrogance (Hobsbawm, 2006, p. 725). The prevalence of

this capitalist model of development with the new international distribution of production

along with the intensification of capital mobility in pursuit of new markets had as a prerequisite

the integration of countries other than the traditionally developed and powerful nations of the

West. Within this specific framework, the developing or the less economically developed econ-

omies were the ones appearing to acquire ‘renewed’ importance (Öniş & Kutlay, 2013, p. 1410).

These socio-economic and political changes naturally affected greatly the wider geographical

area of the East, namely the Islamic world.
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A fundamental aspect of these repercussions was the triggering of ideological debates over the

compatibility of Islam with neoliberalism, with these debates intensifying in the aftermath of the

September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. The basic aim of these debates was to get Muslim commu-

nities to adopt neoliberalism in a smooth manner. However, this attempt to legitimize this model

of capitalist development within the conservative religious communities of the Islamic world

should have triggered off some rifts with regard to the predominant perception up to that

period which identified modernity with the West. This attempt, on the one hand, should have

questioned the theoretical model that distinguished the Western-oriented experience of capitalist

modernity as a global hallmark, while, on the other hand, it should have given satisfactory

answers to the claim that Islam, by its nature, could not be compatible with issues such as

Western-type democracy and the ‘free market’.

What were, however, the specific theoretical obstacles arising from the attempt to integrate

Muslim societies into neoliberalism? A fundamental aspect that identifies modernity with the

West itself along with the process of Westernization focuses on the argument that the historical

process of transition from a traditional to a modern industrialized society is derived strictly from

the West. According to this framework, the model adopted by Western societies is deemed ideal

with all other societies striving to reach this end (Ma, 2001, p. 448). This Western-oriented per-

ception of modernity carries with it strong elements in pursuit of the creation of homogeneous

societies. Charles Taylor has argued that ‘the course towards modernity will come to a close with

all culture resembling each other’ (2001, p. 181). At the same time, the theories that defined capi-

talist modernization as a process that begins and ends in the West comprised a set of social pro-

cesses without which modernity would not be attainable. More specifically urbanization,

industrialization, the growth of mass communications all acted as preconditions towards mod-

ernity but at the same time contributed to the rationalization of both state institutions and

peoples’ mode of thinking.1

This perception of modernity was founded on the supposition that the creation of rationalized

mechanisms with respect to the economy and politics would produce conditions of absolute

security and freedom on a global scale. At the heart of this issue was a kind of ‘exportation’

of a Western-type model that would finally lead to the creation of a ‘secular paradise’ (Davuto-

ğlu, 2002, pp. 9–11) of capitalist development. An example of this teleological perception which

focuses on the evolution of capitalism in the West is portrayed in the famous work of Francis

Fukuyama entitled ‘The End of History’. In this article written in 1989, the author argues that

liberal democracy as a system of government has prevailed over all other beliefs to the point

where liberalism offers the only legitimate ideology in the world. According to this assertion,

the predominance of liberalism comes to symbolize the final stage in the ideological evolution

of the human species, something which implies that it is the ‘final form of human governing’

(Fukuyama, 1989). In brief, the attempt to identify the idea of modernity with the West

revived the dogma that ‘all roads lead to Rome’ within a new framework, thus placing all

other social and political processes which existed in other parts of the world on the fringe of

history.

Set against the above elaborations, new demands began gradually to surface concerning the

adjustment of traditional values including those of the Islamic religion, with respect to the

geographical and political expansion of neoliberal modernization. The end of the 1990s

saw the economic boost of the so-called tigers of Asia, which played a decisive role in

the emergence of debates over the existence of an ‘alternate modernity’, a point of view

that raised doubts over the ‘Western-oriented monopoly’ in anything considered developed

and modern (Kumar & Welz, 2003, p. 99). The basic reasoning behind the idea of an
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‘alternate modernity’ was that the dynamics and characteristics of the modern and the con-

temporary could be adopted and developed in diverse ways, in many different parts of the

world by different cultural frameworks. By so doing, diverse societies adopt the disciplines

and utilize the new technologies without necessarily having to espouse the same values and

ideals (Gray, 2000, p. 25).

This approach essentially aspired to propagate the neoliberal model but at the same time to

question whether the West has the global blueprint for modernization (Davie, 2002, p. 160).

Within the same framework, an attempt is being made to promote the socio-economic, political,

and spiritual ‘vivacity’ of cultures beyond the West (Davutoğlu, 2002, pp. 13–14), a develop-

ment that aspires to harmonize Islam with the global neoliberal reality of the times. Conse-

quently, the Islamic religion adds to the concerns of globalization in that it assures a leading

role in the ‘desecularization’ of capitalism, a process that, on the one hand, aligns Islam with

neoliberalism and, on the other hand, legitimizes it within the wider religious masses. According

to Ahmet Davutoğlu, organizations such as the IMF need to include the countries of the South

and the East in their decision-making mechanism if they yearn for a more just ecumenical system

(Davutoğlu, 2002, pp. 15–19).

This aspect of the ‘desecularization’ of capitalist modernization and the integration of Islam

in the neoliberal model was also expressed by Arab Muslim scholars in various ways in order

to neutralize any misconceptions concerning external interference against the Arab and the

wider Islamic world, thus giving it a ‘local colour’ and hence making it more acceptable.

After examining and recording a long catalogue of works by Muslim scholars that referred

to democratic rights and freedom, Egyptian writer Ahmad Shanqi al Fanjari concluded that

‘what you consider freedom in Europe is exactly what our religion views as justice (‘adl),

right (haqq), consultation (shura) and equality (musawat). And this because the rule of

freedom and democracy embodies justice, the peoples right and the nation’s participation in

determining its fate’ (Voll, 2005, p. 85). According to Seyhülislam Musa Kazim, all demo-

cratic values such as freedom, equality, and brotherhood constitute the foundation of Islam

(Akdoğan, 2004, p. 82) while, according to the theories of Tunisian Rashed Ganushi, the prin-

ciples of political pluralism and tolerance can combine perfectly with Islamic faith (Ilıcak,

1998).

Therefore, in this case, Islam embodies the basic values of modernity and the preconditions

for an urban-type democracy. In this sense, the studies of modernity that had as their basic

focus the quest for a ‘unique core’, one that would solely reflect on the West, now raise questions

that are directed primarily on the ‘displacement of this core’ (İmamın Kızı Öğretmen, 2008).

Using this approach, neoliberal globalization has played a vital role in the displacement of

the ‘centre of modernity’ and hence the part played by the Islamic world in this process is to

strive for the extraction of ‘Western features’ from attempts to globalize the economy. At the

same time, it strives to bestow the Islamic faith with those characteristics that will transform

it into an indispensable element of capitalist development.

The return to ‘Islamic roots’ was an essential element in the ideological quest for the inclusion

of Islam in the neoliberal market and the religious legitimacy of capitalist development itself. As

Nazif Gürdoğan argues, Islam embodies all the principles related to politics, the economy, and

administration and as such ensures the functioning of the ‘market economy’ (Gürdoğan, 2003).

Taking this parameter one step further, Islamic scholar Mustafa Özel highlights that the creation

of the Medina markets laid for the first time the foundations for the establishment of a free enter-

prise system without interference in the economy, thus contributing to the autonomous develop-

ment of the Muslims (Özel, 1994, p. 6.).
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AKP and Conservative Democracy

The village of Hacilar in Turkey, located in close proximity to the town centre of Kayseri with a

population of approximately 120,000 is considered as one of the ‘Islamic industrialized basin’ in

the whole region. A prime example of how religious faith can be harmonized with capitalism is

given by the Mufti of the village who analyses the importance of private business and its links

with Islamic principles, during annual meetings with the locals (European Stability Initiative,

2005, p. 25). This specific example’s profound political importance can be placed within the

broader attempt at legitimizing Turkey’s capitalist development with Islamic terms. The experi-

ence in strengthening and expanding capitalism in Turkish Anatolia was ‘clothed’ with a specific

ideological wrapping that promoted the Islamic faith and the traditional values of society as

factors that accelerate economic development as well as the accumulation of capital by

Islamic business circles. Within the framework of conditions created as a result of the capital

reinforcement in Anatolia, AKP pursued and succeeded to a large degree in delineating the struc-

tural ingredients that render capitalism and Islam mutually inclusive within Turkey’s particular

conditions.

The wider impact of the efforts to promote an ‘alternate modernity’ that would broaden further

the legitimacy of neoliberal development within religious masses of the East did not leave

Turkey unaffected. In fact, the case of Turkey is of particular interest mainly because the ‘har-

monization’ of Islam with the country’s neoliberal transformation has been instrumental in con-

solidating and stabilizing the authority of the Justice and Development Party (AKP).

Besides, AKP is not a party that has concealed the objectives of its wider plan for hegemony.

On the contrary, the case of Turkey’s transformation became reality the moment Erdoğan’s party

came to power, on the one hand neutralizing the traditional strength of his rivals in the political

struggle for government control, while on the other creating new structures and mechanisms in

order to consolidate his own party influence (Sümer & Yaşlı, 2010, pp. 16, 27). One could even

argue that AKP has been considered the vehicle par excellence for Turkey’s transformation on

neoliberal ‘tracks’ during the period following the crisis of 2001 (Atasoy, 2009, p. 109).

Nevertheless, such transformation can materialize through a combination of ideological refer-

ences of the bourgeois class, which would have as its aim the broadening of its legitimacy and

the smoother acquiescence of its political goals (Çulhaoğlu, 2010, p. 227). This can be achieved

provided there are those business circles that have attained a specific level of capital accumu-

lation and are in a position to control a set of social processes (Ercan & Oğuz, 2006, p. 647).

In the case of Turkey, Islamic legitimacy of the neoliberal transformation, that is the attempt

to set in motion the peculiar conservative values of society towards capitalist expansion,

having as its axis the new Islamic bourgeoisie class and the AKP, stems from the theory of ‘Con-

servative Democracy’.

In the case of Turkey this ‘Conservative Democracy’, which the AKP espouses as a kind of

ideological manifesto, strives to give answers to questions arising from the adoption of this

‘alternate’ modernity. At the same time, it strives to give answers to questions pertaining to

the role that a section of the country’s new urban Islamic class aspires to play in Turkey’s neo-

liberal transformation. In a sense, ‘Conservative Democracy’ is a product of greater efforts made

to harmonize the Islamic faith and all traditional values of Turkish society within the global neo-

liberal framework. By means of the ‘Conservative Democracy’ manifesto, AKP brought back to

the forefront the traditional values of society by redefining them with the ultimate aim of expand-

ing modernization in its new stage. Erdoğan himself emphasized that globalization can have the

economy as its driving force, but in order to stabilize itself it needs to mobilize the social
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dynamics and integrate the local wealth in all areas (Muhafazakâr Demokrasi Manifestosu,

2004). Modernity, therefore, may well have been the ‘bet’ since tradition was not being neutral-

ized, its ecumenical character blended with local features, and finally since it was meant to be yet

another alternate modernity.

Consequently, as the ‘local wealth’ is not marginalized but on the contrary is activated in

order to stabilize neoliberalism, this a priori embodies the Islamic faith itself. More so that

from the early stages of its founding the AKP vigorously defended its ‘conservative democratic’

identity, thus making the ongoing connection between Turkish political Islam and the current of

conservatism resurface (Aktay, 2003, p. 349). Davutoğlu maintains that Islam is deeply

embedded in Turkey’s cultural hub and as such constitutes an integral part of its identity. To

this he adds, ‘If you were to extract from Konya the values of the Mevlana you would be left

with just a steppe-like landscape’ (Davutoğlu, 2002, p. 163). At this juncture, Islam is considered

the ‘local wealth’ of Turkey, which functions as the country’s identity and, therefore, the expan-

sion of capitalist modernization can only be achieved provided it is founded on the specific

characteristics of the society and not by their marginalization as was the case, according to

the AKP, during the period of one-party rule. The party’s electoral programme of 2002 stresses:

‘Turkey’s modernization during the period of modernism was perceived as a trend away from

traditional culture and values. However, modernization is the renewal of society with its own

dynamics and its ability to fulfil the growing needs of this society’ (AKP, 2002).

On another equally important level, the Islamic religion as an integral part of the Turkish

national identity (Çınar, 2001, pp. 376–8), should embrace such features of functionalism so

as to promote the ‘business spirit’: profit-making and capital accumulation. In short, with

Islam today emerging with a preponderant role within the ranks of Erdoğan’s party, it should

aim at expressing and legitimizing capitalist growth and its model of development today.

According to Niyazi Kahveci, this challenge does not pose a problem since, as he argues,

‘With a better understanding of Islam it appears that the essence of the proposed models of

development lies within religion. Therefore, in order to find this essence, one must take a

deeper look into Islam’ (Çınar, no date).

In this context, the model of economic development pursued by AKP finds a leading exponent

in the ‘Islamic’ segment of Turkey’s bourgeoisie. The significance bestowed on this segment of

Turkish capital is attributed to the fact that it embraces Islam as a vehicle for legitimizing the

accumulation of wealth on the one hand, while on the other, and precisely because of this

accumulation of wealth legitimized through Islam, this segment of urban society is transformed

into a vehicle for the nation’s values and culture. This Islamic segment of the bourgeoisie aims at

transforming their values into ‘national values’ by intergrading them into the neoliberal frame-

work of development. In AKP’s electoral programme of 2002, it is stressed that ‘the power of

our nation’s entrepreneurship is at the heart of economic development’ (AKP, 2002). In this

way, the entrepreneurial spirit itself, which is at the heart of efforts to extend neoliberalism,

is deemed an essential traditional value for the nation, an integral part of Turkey’s national

culture.

The Independent Association of Industrialists and Businessmen (MÜSİAD), also known as

the association of Islamic capital in Turkey, could well be considered a concerted expression

of the ‘new’ entrepreneurial culture, nationally legitimized via religion. Many businessmen

members of MÜSİAD emphasize the need for a full-fledged mobilization of the ‘entrepreneurial

culture’ located at the ‘grassroots of Anatolia’ (Dün akşam MÜSİAD, no date). Hence, the need

for the presence of a ‘national culture’ that revolves around the entrepreneurial spirit, as the

‘grassroots of Anatolia’, which the capital-oriented religious circles espouse, serves to bring
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about industrialization and transforms profit-making into a sacred and above all a ‘national

duty’. MÜSİAD vies to become the concerted mouthpiece of the genuinely ‘national’ capital,

which incorporates traditional values and the national culture of the society, and hence of the

one that remains aloof from foreign secular, Western ideas. The above views are reflected to

a large extent by Erol Yarar, the first president of MÜSİAD, who, in illustrating the association’s

inception stated, ‘MÜSİAD came into existence out of necessity . . . There was no institution to

represent the national capital. For this reason we gathered with friends and colleagues to discuss

who would represent the values of the national capital. So we created MÜSİAD’ (Muhafazakâr

MÜSİAD, 2004).

At this point, it would be important to examine how the Islamic bourgeoisie of Turkey—and,

in particular, MÜSİAD—utilizes religion in order to incorporate the wider conservative seg-

ments of the population of neoliberal policies and how Islam itself legitimized the expansion

of capitalist relations within the country.

A Sacred ‘Green’ Capitalism

MÜSIAD was created and developed as an organization network that spread throughout almost

the whole of Turkey serving initially the interests of small and medium size enterprises (SME) of

Anatolia and aimed at the integration of Islam in the world market while preserving the cultural-

Islamic elements of its members (Lorasdağı, 2010, p. 109). The SME was the main characteristic

of MÜSIAD’s organizational structure in Anatolia regardless of the fact that with the passage of

time, larger groups of companies will emerge (Buğra, 2002, p. 193). The high number of

members belonging to the SMEs was the main reason why the initial demands of MÜSIAD

were more related to this type of business rather than financial capital (Bulut, 1995, p. 431).

Up until the end of the 1990s, SMEs made up almost 90% of the businesses in Turkey and,

in essence, reflected the ‘semi-official sector’ of its economy (Kamrava, 2004, p. 72). The

activity of these enterprises concentrated on the textiles, clothes, food, chemical, and furniture

industries, which have as their basic characteristics low wages and uninsured labour as well as

low-cost production which would ensure advantages in links for foreign trade (Pamuk, 2008,

p. 269).

This specific sector of the Turkish economy, which was dominated by MÜSİAD, did not have,

at least for a great period in Turkey’s history, structured relations with the state, which had opted

for an alliance with the secular military–industrial complexes of the country. This was reflected

through pursuit of the SMEs that aimed initially at distancing themselves from the state either for

economic reasons such tax evasion and controls or due to the lack of ideological affinity. Within

this context, while investments of capital from small family businesses into banks (Pamuk, 2008,

p. 270) were held back for a long time, an increase in contacts and cooperation with multina-

tional corporations became apparent (Çonkar, 2005, pp. 75–6). This led to the creation of an

‘oppositional realism’ by SMEs (Kamrava, 2004, pp. 83–6). More specifically, these SMEs

took a stance vis-à-vis the secular state and created a further rapprochement with the political

parties affiliated to Islam.

This kind of ‘opposition’ not only opened channels of communication with political parties of

Islam, but at the same time increased the need to use Islamic religion as the legitimate axis for

the stabilization of neoliberalism. The name of the association, and more specifically, the use of

the term independent (Müstakil) on the one hand immediately set Islam apart from the secular

segment of Turkish capital, but on the other hand from the Kemalist administration itself. The

‘independence’ of MÜSİAD had in mind the strengthening of their financial status not through
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close ties with the secular state. Therefore, this independence revealed the relative ‘gap’ between

the ‘Islamic’ capital and the Kemalist regime. At the same time, the use of the term ‘indepen-

dent’ also signified the ‘segregated-autonomous’ economic and cultural identity of Anatolia’s

capital from the ‘secular’ capital. As Erol Yarar claims, the use of this specific term highlights

the opposition between the Islamic entrepreneurs with ‘interest affiliations’ and the realization

that ‘the only ties that Turkish entrepreneurs have are with God himself’ (Dolu, 2005b, p. 84).

The strategic use of Islam by MÜSIAD and other business circles in Anatolia resulted initially

in the creation of a common value system and a common structure of activities, which in turn

could offer stability in the leadership of the association (Aydın, 2005, p. 214). This ‘organiz-

ational dimension’ of Islamic religion, which created a basis for the exchange of data relevant

to the global economy, was the spearhead for the promotion of the association’s members to

international exhibitions, which would not otherwise have been possible. It also laid the

ground of trust for ‘communal ties’ among entrepreneurs of different calibre and potential

(Buğra, 2002, p. 193). The association transformed almost immediately into a common denomi-

nator for the ‘Islamic’ enterprises in order to be incorporated with the multinational capital by

even providing services such as translations for entrepreneurs without knowledge of foreign

languages (Muhafazakâr MÜSİAD, 2004).

On another level, the Islamic basis of MÜSIAD contributed to an attempt to redefine Islam as

a source of morality that is essential in the competitive relations found in the economy. The con-

nection with technology was also placed within the parameters of Islamic morality (Atasoy,

2003–2004, p. 157). The ‘Islamified’ accumulation of wealth was deemed moral and thus

could be considered as ‘service to god’. Professor Orhan Türkdoğan maintains that for many

years, particularly during the period of one-party rule in Turkey, the ethical dimension in the

economic life subsisted by virtue of an imposed secularism (Dolu, 2005a, 17). It is in this

context that the return to traditions—to moral, spiritual, and primarily religious values—as a

defence mechanism against secularism (in other words, ‘unethical’ practices in the economy)

is deemed a necessity. According to the professor, a strong remedy in counteracting the

effects of immorality and decadence in the economy is by integrating the Islamic conscience

(Dolu, 2005a, p. 17).

Therefore, the Islamic religion offers that moral dimension deemed indispensable for a com-

petitive economy to such a degree, capable enough of safeguarding ‘free economic activity’

(Zaim, 1994, p. 102). It is precisely this dimension of Islam in the capitalist production that

lays the foundation of a new type of entrepreneur, Homo Islamicus. Homo Islamicus is the

Muslim entrepreneur who, according to Sabahaddin Zaim, ‘lives correctly, is moral and uti-

lizes his abilities properly’ (Zaim, 1994, p. 102). The term ‘Homo Islamicus’ functions as

an ideological ground for the creation of a new economic factor, which espouses the need

for capitalist development, while preserving at the same time ‘its own’ traditional values,

among which is the Islamic ethos. By virtue of these particular characteristics that he now dis-

plays, the ‘god-fearing’ entrepreneur sees himself advancing as an economic figure aware of

his sacred duty with respect to the awakening of the Islamic civilization but at the same

time conscious of his duty towards the worker who, in this particular case, is his ‘ally’

(Çınar, no date).

Within this context, MÜSIAD’s mode of operation and the greater effort to create a new type

of Islamic entrepreneur does not come into conflict with capitalism. On the contrary, the above

characteristics serve to harmonize Islam with capitalist development and, by extending its

religious legitimacy to wider segments of the population, the outlook for stabilizing Turkey’s

neoliberal transformation is gaining momentum. One of the ways the ‘Islamic’ small- and
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medium-scale capital of Anatolia endeavours to integrate itself into the neoliberal strategy is by

inflaming an ‘evil capitalism’. For example, capitalism prior to the 1980s is considered to be

‘vicious’ in contrast to the one that prevailed particularly during the 1990s onwards, which

was characterized by its ‘moral dimension’ as a result of the strong presence of the Islamic entre-

preneurial circles. The reference made here draws special attention: The neoliberal model that

integrates the small- and medium-scale capital of Anatolia, having as its primary aim the pres-

ervation of traditional values, constitutes ‘the market economy that generates ethos’ (Akyol,

2005, 25). In other words, neoliberalism itself along with its by-products, such as the deregula-

tion of working hours, uninsured work, and the doing away with trade unions, all constitute a

return to the Islamic perception vis-à-vis the economy, which, according to Professor Yusuf

Balci, is based on ‘individualized labour’ (Balcı, 1994, p. 115). So the change heralded by

MÜSIAD is essentially a form of idealism of Anatolia based on the entrepreneurial and

profit-making spirit of ‘hard-working, honest and above all ethical capitalists’ (Özcan &

Turunç, 2011, p. 70), who oppose the values of ‘Western-oriented and degenerate’ delegates

of the ‘secular’ capital, but at the same time completely harmonized with neoliberal manage-

ment. As long as the pursuit of profit rests on the tenets of the Islamic faith, it is legitimate

and wholly justifiable since, as the Islamist scholar Mustafa Özel maintains, this stems from

man’s preoccupation with his survival (Özel, 1994, pp. 7–8).

In this way commercial and business activity takes on a sacred dimension, legitimized in the

eyes of religion and consequently accepted and respected by the religious masses of Turkish

Anatolia and beyond. The ‘opposition’ stance of small- and medium-scale ‘Islamic’ capital,

the Islamic rhetoric, as well as the inclusion of religion in the accumulation of wealth were

elements instrumental in turning these centres of neoliberal transformation into a gravitational

attraction for the conservative and poorer masses of the population.

Furthermore, as the ‘neutralization’ of inequalities is achieved through this process, so is their

acceptance. Poverty and disparities in income are indisputable elements, constant, and hence

deemed natural (Zaim, 1994, p. 105). In this context, there is no difference between the rich

and the poor. In a sermon delivered by the imam at a mosque in İstanbul, it was distinctly

said: ‘What the poor and the rich have at their table is the same. Don’t they eat the same

cheese and the same olives? . . . Look a very prominent scholar has said “I have been to so

many graves of the rich and the poor. They wrap up the rich in shrouds, just like they do to

the poor”. The one who wants to understand will draw very beautiful lessons from this. I had

once seen a gravestone on which was written, “he was taught in the Fatih Mosque for forty

years”. You see the gifts Allah grants to some of his subjects! If you are going to envy anything,

envy this’ (Tuğal, 2009, p. 129). At this point, what is important and of the essence in one’s

social status is not money and luxury but rather religious knowledge and activity. Since both

the rich and the poor dead are ‘wrapped up in the same way’, there is no reason to react to

the poor man’s standard of living. As perceived in the Islamic framework, the poorer masses

should be ‘reconciled’ with their social condition, and more importantly they should strive

for their religious recognition, rather than discrediting wealth.

As a result, the religious Muslim worker should take pride in his spiritual and physical toil for

survival. He should, at all times, be intent on the principle that ‘the best profit is that which the

worker receives by caring about his work and respecting his employer’ (Zaim, 1994, p. 103).

Eventually, he should regard work as a religious duty and service to God and therefore he

should indulge in work even under the most deplorable conditions so as not to become a

burden to others (Tabakoğlu, 2006, p. 142). In such an ideological environment, the worker

cannot ‘ask for more’ especially with regard to wages and other benefits. On this issue, an
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Islamist entrepreneur from Konya gives this reasoning: If there is no increase in sales and pro-

duction, then any possible increase in wages will come out of the company’s principal capital,

which was accumulated through hard work and ‘religious responsibility’. As a result, any wage

increase can bring about the real but also moral collapse of the enterprise, hence an increase in

unemployment (Çiğdem, 2007, p. 238).

Essentially at this point, Islam in general and the Islamic ethos in particular assume the role of

imposing the conditions for ‘disciplined’ work while creating at the same time a new culture for

capital accumulation (Atasoy, 2009, p. 120), thus excluding the possibility of centrifugal forces

emerging in contention. As such, this culture should aim at promoting the common Islamic

values of the employer and employee, a development with clear political and ideological objec-

tives. A director of an Islamic enterprise stresses that: ‘the existence of an identical culture and

mode of thinking renders the unions obsolete. Bosses, managers and workers pray together’

(Duran & Yıldırım, 2005, p. 239). Found inside such an environment of ‘religious ritual’, the

workers are transformed into members of a ‘family’ striving for common trust and respect

(Atasoy, 2009, p. 122). This specific Islamic framework refers to the pre-capitalist relations

whereby the apprentice and the trainee lodged with their employer in a strong, mutually

binding social relationship, which aimed at dismissing class disparity consciousness. The

Islamic version of such an attempt could well be interpreted as meaning that ‘master, apprentice

and trainee work, eat and pray together like a brotherhood’ (Balcı, 1994, p. 114).

The above claim essentially highlights the fact that such an ‘arrangement’ in the employer–

employee relation with respect to the Islamic perception of the economy cannot be one of con-

flict but rather a relation of solidarity. So, the inclusion of Islam in the business activity can

ensure the continuation of ‘social tranquillity and peace’ that is pursuing the existing class struc-

ture. This objective becomes even more evident through a designed policy aiming at the elim-

ination of trade unions and organized labour. MÜSIAD is known for the pressure it exerted on

Erdoğan’s government to do away with the legal obligation of SMEs for work safety (Atasoy,

2009, p. 133). In such an ideological framework, the most basic features of neoliberal manage-

ment had to be reckoned with, even at the level of employer–employee relations.

Trade union involvement was left up to the ‘free will of workers and employers’, while strikes

and lock-outs were not deemed necessary since religion itself would see to it that the reasons

leading to workers protests are eliminated (Balcı, 1994, pp. 124–5). With the aim of applying

worker policy constraints such as curtailing wages, an authoritarian paternalism prevailed

(Doğan, 2009, pp. 290–1). The official laws could easily have been replaced by the Islamic

model of solidarity and trust between employer and employee (Aydın, 2005, p. 214). Hence,

the Muslim employer did not differ from the Muslim worker, something which according to

the above approach, is made possible through their ‘common sacred mission’ towards the cre-

ation of the structure of the Islamic community (Zaim, 1995, p. 95). By so doing, the drive

towards a welfare state gave way to the religious brotherhoods and the family institution,

while the axis of class awareness shifted in favour of religious affiliation, blood, and origins

(Infowar, 2005, p. 147). Finally, the organized, en masse presence of the employed, and gener-

ally of poorer classes of the population in Islamic orders and brotherhoods, contributed decisi-

vely to the fulfilment of the need for the working population to organize. However, this was

brought about under totally disorienting conditions with respect to the political discrediting of

the social state of affairs (Tuğal, 2009, p. 129). In short, this was the method in place for ‘stab-

ility’ in an enterprise. While MÜSIAD was intent on avoiding the use of the terms ‘capitalism’

and ‘bourgeoisie’ at the same time, it did not hesitate to lay obstacles in the organized trade

union movement (Özdemir, 2004, p. 843).
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However, the clear anti-labour orientation of the Islamic capital in combination with the

expansion of the AKP government’s neoliberal programme were instrumental in engendering

eventual rifts and turmoils against the much sought after hegemony of the new Turkish political

Islam. Consequently, along with the entrepreneurial activity veiled in religion, the need also

arises to fill the vacuum created by the neutralization of the welfare state. The first step in

filling this vacuum can be achieved by insisting on the ‘duty towards one’s fellow man’ (Taba-

koğlu, 2006, p. 136), a duty that assumes the form of the Islamic charity. Charity emerges as an

imperative need, in an effort to include the poor in the realm of labour, and to nurture the illusion

that poverty can be a viable and tolerable condition. Ideologues of Islam often quote the Prophet

Mohammed as saying, ‘God helps him who tries to help his brother’ or ‘if in a country a man is

dying of hunger, then the whole country is held accountable for his murder’ (Zaim, 1994,

pp. 109–10). Through such ‘sacred exhortations’, the Islamist entrepreneur is guided towards

charitable deeds, which serve as an economic activity ‘in God’s road’.

Selcuk Uygur, through his own research, discovered that the majority of Islamic entrepreneurs

were enthusiastic about the charity organizations and educational programmes that they were

funding. Therefore, a type of ‘alleviation’ and a lesser feeling of guilt concerning wealth and

profit accumulation were noticed (Uygur, 2009, p. 143). As the same time, however, a clearer

picture of the political economy that rests behind Islamic charity is fulfilled, for a large part

of the Islamic companies’ advertising was dedicated to their involvement in this type of

work. Charity specifically involved offering the basic necessities and financial support to poor

families, while expanding over the years to the setting up of schools and hospitals in poor neigh-

bourhoods or providing free educational programmes in order to strengthen religion and even

offering scholarships for university studies (Uygur, 2009, pp. 143–4). In this way, entrepreneurs

can create a feeling of ‘social preference and acceptance’ of their products and can reinforce the

prestige of their company within the Muslim consumer society (Metwally, 1994, pp. 134–5).

Furthermore, the work of such charity organizations along with the support they have received,

for example, from Erdoğan’s government serve as evidence of a political complex with econ-

omic and electoral targets (Reform, 2009). The form and content of Islamic charity that devel-

oped generally from Turkish political Islam led to, among other things, the creation of a

powerful and converging political-economic network (Asıl Esele Sadakanın Politik İktisadı,

2010).

Islamic charity is not limited to the initiatives of the private sector. The second step filling the

vacuum of ‘less welfare’ is achieved through government institutions and state policies as social

assistance programmes. By so doing, the integration and absorption of popular demands and

needs into a neoliberal policy assisted the AKP in extending its hegemony in such a way as

to reduce social reactions (Yıldızcan & Yaka, 2010, p. 238). On the one hand, the AKP has

aimed to weaken welfare policies as a public obligation, while on the other hand trying to for-

mulate policies in order to relieve the poorest sections of the society. At this point the neoliberal

restructuring of the social security system and the skyrocketing of social assistance programmes

becomes a significant manifestation of the AKP’s neoliberal populism (Bozkurt, 2013, p. 384).

Conclusion

As previously mentioned, AKP is a party that has openly come out in support of Turkey’s wider

neoliberal transformation following the 2001 crisis. For AKP it was simply a question of having

to scrutinize those legitimate options at hand in pursuit of a wider acceptance of its political

goals. It so appears that AKP operates in a complex way. On the one hand, it strives to integrate
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the greater populace into the neoliberal mechanism, by means of the Islamic religion and by

highlighting the traditional values of the society for capitalist modernization. On the other, as

the neoliberal transformations required an unfettered flow of capital to wider fields of activity,

the AKP finds itself on a collision course with bureaucratic mechanisms like the military and

judicial establishment (Kahraman, 2011).

In order to decode AKP’s multifaceted function on the way towards the establishment of its

hegemony, we must also take into consideration the traditional ties that the right-wing parties

have cultivated with the political spectrum of Islam together with Turkish capital (Yaşlı,

2010, p. 224). In short, the various ideological keystones on which, over the years, the right

wing (and today the AKP) have opted for reconciliation and collaboration in an effort to legit-

imize their policies should come under consistent scrutiny. An example is depicted from

attempts to build a wider coalition among political Islam liberal intellectuals. In this collabora-

tive attempt there was no deviation from the set target towards the neoliberal transformation of

Turkey. The drive for democratization by the liberals aims at reducing the state, while at the

same time the drive for democratization by the Islamists aims at changing the ruling power

(Sümer, 2010, pp. 66–7). From this, it is understood that Turkey’s transformation becomes a

common goal for both ‘democratization’ trends.

It is in this context that AKP aspired to proceed with changes, but also to exploit different

ideological sources of legitimacy. Specifically, it wanted to make clear that the party had

nothing to do with showcasing, degenerating into yet another splinter group based on Erbakan’s

model. It proceeded with some important changes in its programme and initially set out to

project the profile of an Islamic-democratic party, patterned after the Christian-democratic

parties of Europe (İnsel, 2011). Up to a point, it has succeeded in this manner in building a

coalition with the liberal wing. But at the same time it has to a great extent mobilized the reli-

gious conservatism of society, making Islam a determining factor in the capitalist modernization

and incorporating the poorer masses into the neoliberal model.

The ideological quest which has come to the forefront through the theories concerning the

‘alternate modernity’ and which aimed at demonstrating the compatibility of Islam with capital-

ist development has a decisive role to play in shaping the framework of authority which AKP

wishes to impose. The reasoning that refers to the existence of democratic institutions in

Islam and to a normal harmonization of religion with urban democratic institutions necessitates

reinterpreting and redefining traditions and religion, with respect to their interaction with con-

temporary institutions and concepts. Consequently, there is not just one road towards the ‘Isla-

mization’ of capitalism but also another process aiming at ‘secularizing’ Islam by adapting itself

to neoliberalism.

One could maintain that with AKP in power a ‘passive revolution’ is in the making. As the

seminal work of Cihan Tuğal has pointed out,2 political Islam as reflected by AKP and organ-

izations such as MÜSIAD is able to mobilize the more deprived sections of the population into

embracing the neoliberal transformation. AKP is in a position to absorb reactions and unrest trig-

gered by policies designed to eliminate the welfare state and all the mechanisms that protect and

improve the standard of living of the poorer classes. The most characteristic aspect of this func-

tion is the attempt to homogenize society, the pivotal idea being that ‘there is no difference

between poor and rich’. But ‘passive revolution’ in Turkey seems to be challenged by some rup-

tures within the Islamic hegemonic framework created by the AKP’s rule. This fluid and to a

great extent ‘à la carte’ understanding of Islam, which is accompanied also by the consumerism

of the new Islamic bourgeoisie, makes the political support of the poorer classes precarious in

some cases. The creation of the movement known as the ‘anti-capitalist Muslims’,3 could
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suggest a characteristic rupture within the framework of AKP’s hegemony during the past

decade.

In general, this framework raises a number of new questions with respect to the AKP’s ded-

ication to Turkey’s democratization. It appears that democracy and liberties do not constitute the

primary issues for the AKP over its controversy with the old Kemalist establishment. Conse-

quently, the AKP does not seem to be the party in total rupture with the Kemalist order, but

rather a party which imposes its dominance by ‘dealing out the cards anew’ affording it the

option of a privileged reconciliation with the Islamic faith in the framework of the ramifications

brought about by shifts in Turkey’s political power struggle. In addition to the above, the ques-

tions that are being raised with regard to the AKP seem to be precisely connected with the social

repercussions that such a radically far-reaching collaboration between neoliberalism and Islam

may engender.

Notes

1 This is supported by Lerner (1964).

2 This term ‘passive revolution’ is analysed in Tuğal (2009).

3 http://www.antikapitalistmuslumanlar.org/manifesto.htm [accessed 14 September 2013].
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